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A dozen or more references for consultation are given at the close of the 
book. These, however, all deal with the school subjects, and no books are 
cited with reference to the four general sections on which teachers need help, 
it may be, more than they do on their special subjects. It is to be hoped that 
later editions will fill up some of the partially blank pages with more detailed 
references for reading and study. I do not know any other work which will 
enable a teacher or a school corps so well to check up information regarding a 
school's condition. It ought to be of service in the planning of high-school 
teachers' meetings. 

School Reports and School Efficiency. By DAVID S. SNEDDEN, PH.D., AND 

WILLIAM H. ALLEN, PH.D. New York: Macmillan, I908. Pp. I83. 
This is an educational work of unusual importance. In it are shown briefly 

the development of school reports in America and the occasional and for the 
most part futile efforts of the National Education Association to improve them. 
The most important chapters are: "Important Questions Not Answered by 
Existing Reports," "Suggested Economies and Improvements for School 
Reports," and "A Practical Study of One School Report (New York City)." 
There are also nearly one hundred pages of "Examples of Tables and Other 
Forms of Presenting School Facts, Used in Typical City School Reports." 
About twenty-five cities and the State of Connecticut are used to show what has 
been done that is worth while in accounting and reporting. 

Perhaps the most direct profit to the maker of reports will come from the 
three chapters named above. One can well begin with the last chapter which 
definitely shows the defects and possibilities of the New York City report. 
From this go to the "Important Questions Not Answered," noting that of the 
147 questions given in this chapter the New York report fails to answer 1I3. 

The articles in which Dr. Allen began this crusade seemed somewhat 
destructive. It is fortunate that he has joined forces with so sane and able a 
schoolman as Dr. Snedden, making the present work give the impression of 
constructive rather than merely negative criticism. The wisdom with which 
readers are cautioned against overdoing the statistical side of their work and 
the way in which the school census, defective children, abnormal conditions in 
school property, bookkeeping, etc., are shown in relation to large social prob- 
lems are especially to be commended. The business man and the social worker 
as well as the schoolman have reason to welcome this book. 

F. A. MANNY 
WESTERN STATE NORMAL SCHOOL 

KALAMAZOO, MICH. 

The High School Course in English. By WILLARD G. BLEYER. Madison: 
Bulletin of the University of Wisconsin. High School Series, No. I. 

Pp. 69. 

Every practical, definite discussion of the high-school English course has 
now a double value-first, for the help it must give many teachers; second, for 
its part in bringing about the unity of purpose and practice still lamentably lack- 
ing. This bulletin of the University of Wisconsin, now issued in revised form, 
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should be one of the most useful of such publications. It is comprehensive, 
concise, clear in arrangement and expression, concrete-taking up the work in 
both composition and literature by years, and including outlines for the course, 
and a bibliography. No one can read it without an increase of interest and 
many nods of approval. 

The same desire which inspired Professor Bleyer in writing the treatise, 
however, must give the critic courage to withhold approval from certain parts 
of the plan proposed. In a number of matters of detail many excellent teachers 
would not agree with Professor Bleyer, and some more important recommenda- 
tions should not go altogether without protest. After a sound and modest 
statement, in the beginning, of the purpose of composition, it is rather startling 
to find the title "Outline for the Study of Composition and Style." The out- 
line, moreover, justifies the fear aroused by the curious combination and co-ordi- 
nation in the title, giving full sections on figures of speech, qualities of style, 
and forms of discourse. This fact becomes more significant when the reader 
notes that the subject of composition, which receives half the time in the first 
two years, is allowed one-fifth or less in the last two. This curtailed compo- 
sition course is the worst feature of the plan presented. Fortunately we have 
reached the place where many teachers feel that if the last two years must be 
divided in the unfair ratio of 4 to i, the four parts should go to composition- 
and would say "If composition can have fair time in only two years, let us by 
all means have the last two." In a time when one of our greatest enemies is the 
truncated composition course, it is discouraging to find so strong a voice raised 
in its behalf. 

But whatever objection may be made to certain features of the course, 
there can be none to the underlying theory. Sound, simple, and strong, it 
should put the teacher on his guard against mistaken, pretentious, insincere 
aims and methods. Moreover, along with the theory go many most valuable 
suggestions, such as those with reference to oral composition, the handling of 
themes, the use of the textbook, and personal conference. There is such a 
wealth of the best, most practical advice that any necessary modification of the 
course seems almost a minor matter. The treatise as a whole shows the great 
advance that has been made in the teaching of the subject, and so gives 
courage. It should be constantly on every teacher's desk. 

JOHN MAXWELL CROWE 

UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL 

Specimens of Prose Composition. Edited by CHARLES READ NUTTER, FRANK 
WILSON CHENEY HERSEY, AND CHESTER NOYES GREENOUGH. Boston: 

Ginn, I907. Pp. xxxi+476. $1.25. 
A book of selections or specimens is generally a thing most fearfully and 

wonderfully made. Let a teacher get a twisted pedagogical idea, a distorted 
scheme of selection, and a freakish system of notation, and he is apparently not 
contented until he has turned his light on the benighted schools and on the 
befogged teachers of English. There is possibly only one worse kind of book of 
selections: the book which is aimless and lifeless. But a volume of specimens 
marked by common-sense (a term we need not define) and reasonable adapta- 
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